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 There are several methods to grasp prob-
lems, make alternative plans, make a decision 
and avoid the risk in case of implementing the 
plan. In the area of problem solving and deci-
sion making, KT method, which was devel-
oped by C. Kepner and B. Tregoe, is well 
known all over the world. 
 On the other hand, this is also a method to 
grasp problems structually and make alterna-
tive plan within authority or beyond authority 
in the organization by using the system chart. 
This method is originally developed by Prof I. 
Sato, who has devoted to the management 
eductation over the 30 years. In this paper, we 
would like to present the concept of this 
method.
 WHAT IS PROBLEMS? 
 If there is a gap between the goal or target 
and the present state in the organization, 
and a matter to be solved, we call it a problem 
(Figure 1) . 




In other words, a problem exists means that
there is a gap between the "desirable state" or 
the goal, and the "actual situation"or the pres-
ent state. 
 And the present state is the result (output) 
of activities in the past and it includes not only 
actual output, but also forecasted output.
 PROBLEM TYPES 
 Problems can be classified by various ways. 
We sometimes divide the problem patterns 
into regular and non-regular problems. The 
former case is problems whose strucuture are 
known in advance and causal relationships are 
clear. We call it well-structured problems. 
Countermeasures for them can be decided au-
tomatically if problems can be identified. The 
latter case is problems whose structures are 
not clear. We call it ill-structured problems. 
Countermeasures for them can not be devised 
unless information is processed to make the 
structure of problems clear. Because causal 
relationships cannot be analyzed without str-
ucturing problems. 
 As problem types, problems can be classified 
into three types, namely, generate, search and 
presume types. The problems of generate type 
are problems that "have occurred." These are 
"given" or "visible" problems . The problems of 
this type can be divided further into deviation 
problems and achivement problems. The prob-
lems of search type are problems "for the 
better" and are problems "to find." The prob-
lems of these type can be divided further into
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improvement problems and reinforcement If we put these problems on the time hori-
problems. The problems of presume type are zon, generate type problems exist from the 
the problems "on the assumption" and are pro- past to the present. Search type problems exist 
blems "to create." The problems of this type from the past to the future. And presume type 
can be divided into further development prob- problems exist from the present to the future. 
lems and avoidance problems (Figure 2). 
                            Figure 2 Three types of problems 
                                                 Deviation problems
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 If we put these problems in the organiza- department managers will handle not only 
tion, top managements will mainly handle generate type problems, but also search type 
present and search type problems rather than problems. And most of supervisors will 
generate type problems. On the other side, handle generate type problems (Figues 3). 
                Figure 3 Principal problem areas in the organziation
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 If these managers recognize problems, they 
will collect the information. After gathering 
the necessary information, they will analyze 
problems. 
 But, problems also can be classified by 





  problems 
Administrative problems 
Supervising problems
or well-structured problems and non-regular 
or ill-structured problems. Well structured 
problems are problems whose structure are 
known in advance and causal relationships 
are clear. So countermeasures for them can be 
decided very easily if problems can be identified.
Structuring Problems
 On the other side countermeasures for ill-
structured problems can not be devised unless 




of problems clear. Because causal 
can not be analyzed without 







 To solve problems, we will gather informa-
tion based on facts. But there are two types of 
information based on facts, one is visible facts 
provided information and the other invisible 
facts unprovided information like illustrated 
iceberg under the sea. 
 And also problems differs in accordance 
with one's position such as senior managers or
(Iceberg)
Figure
section managers. In other words, how to rec-
ognize a problem differs if the position related 
one's job and duty differs, even if people 
belong to the same organization. Therefore, 
the position (identification) must be clear 
when analyzing cases at what view point the 
problem must be considered (Figure 5).
5 Visible facts 
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PROBLEM STRUCTURE 
1) Example of structuring 
 In this chapter, we will deal with a concrete 
method to analyze "problem mechanism", 
that is problem structuring. As we have seen 
in the previous chapter, a problem is a gap
between the goal (target) and the present 
state. So we will show an example of 
management problem. 
 Figure 6-1 shows an example of low sales 
of new product after sales and promotion 
activities.
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Figure 6-1
New Product
       Structuring Problems 
Example of sales management problem 
                               Sales Goal 
                      Gap 
1-
   Sales ActivitySales Records
        (Input)(Process) 
 To analyze this problem structurally, a prob-
lem is that sales records of new product show 
low against the sales goal. 
 Factors to be considered are listed as follows ; 
0 an attractiveness of new product are low 
   because competitive power is lacking, 
02in sales activities, errors and defects are 
   found, 
p3 to perform sales activities, there are con-
   straints. That is, a recognition rate of new 
   product is low for the reason that the ad-
                   Figure 6-2 Example of sales n
C (Constraints)
                (Output) 
   vertising budget is limitted. In addition, 
   company do not have enough time to train 
   the sales force, and sales channels are also 
   weak, and so on. These constraints gave 
   an negative impact on sales activities. 
® during sales periods, it was an abnormal 
   weather in this season, which is a disturb-
    ance. 
   This disturbance is unavoidable factors 
   that occur outside the process and disturb 















 Next we move on to the causes of problem. 
2) Four Causes of Problems 
 In general, there are four causes of 
problems such as input (means), activities
(process), disturbance and constraints 






7 Four Causes of Problems




      Resources------- Activities 
(Input ; Means)(Process) 
      CD © 
L--------------------_-------------------------_ 
                              (Causes) 
Note ; 
   01Input [Resources (people, goods, 
                 money and information)
                  = goal accomplishment 
                  means] 
02 –a Process(1) [Behavioral fact = de-
                scription of visible fact]
02 –b Process(2) [Black Box inference 
                 = clarification of hidden 
               fact] 
02 –c Obstructions [Internal defects 
                  or errors caused in the 
                 process of own activities]
03 Disturbance [External disrup-
                  tions caused by reasons
01 Input is a means to accomplish the goal. In 
  other words, input is concretization of one's 
  own policy. Management resources such as 
  employee, goods, money and information
  are an example of input. 
® Process can be divided further into "facts 
  of behavior" and "inference of Black Box." 
  Bahavioral fact is a description of visible 
  fact. Black Box inference is a clarification of 
  hidden facts. In addition, there will be ob-
  struction in the process because internal def-













               beyond one's control due to 
                 unexpected environmental
changes] 
® -a Constraints (1) [Absolute con-
               straints (non-variable 
               constraints) = condi-
               tions which are extreme-
              ly difficult to move]
® -b Constraints(2) [Temporary con-
                straints (variable con-
                straints) = conditions
                which are restrained at 
present] 
   See appendix 1 more detail about the 
   words using in this method. 
process of its' own activities. 
 -a) Activities are facts that exist in the 
process between input and output. In other 
words, the activity exists in the process after 
taking input (means) and before obtaining 
output (results). For example, in the manu-
facturing process, by inputting the raw ma-
terials, labour forces, electric power and 
other elements, the production activities 
begin to start and output appears as prod-
ucts. In the sales process, sales activities are 
performed by introducing of new product as
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C2-b) Activities include visible phenome-
 nal facts and invisible inferential facts. In 
 other words, activities in the process contain 
 a visible fact part and a hidden fact part. The 
 visible fact part is called "behavioral facts" 
 and the hidden fact part is called "inference 
 of Black Box (BB)." This is exactly like 
 iceberg which is divided into a part above 
 the sea level and the other part under the sea 
 level. When a problem solver such as a man-
 ager mentioned above, analyze the case, BB 
 (Blcak Box) part is not gven as information. 
 Therefore, a problem solver must infer the 
 activities from the given information.
® -c) Obstructions appear inside the proc-
 ess of activities. Obstructions mean errors 
 and defects of activities that are generated 
 in the process of activities. For example, 
 faults (or failures) that occur in the ac-
 tivities. are caused by poor handling or lack 
 of appropriate operation in the manufactur-
 ing process. The poor handling is called 
 "errors of commission" and the lack of ap-
 propriate operation is called "error of omis-
 sion." Examples are poor setting up the ma-
 chine, lack of necessary communication, 
 poor human relationship, low morale, lack of 
 leadership, and other reasons. 
   In addition to obstructions that occur in 
 the process, some disruptions suddenly 
 occur due to the external causes of process. 
 Disturbances are classified into transitory 
 disturbances and into disturbances that 
 remain as an after-effect. For example, if a 
 rain falls suddenly when the work has sta-
 rted, this disturbance is transitory and the 
 work can be restarted when the rain stops.
 However, an after-effect remains if a build-
 ing collapses due to the earthquake. This 
 must be taken into consideration as a con-
 straint when a countermeasurte is devised. 
 In this case, an additional constraint has 
 been newly added. 
 Furthermore, there are two other factors 
which give an imapct on the activities, that is 
a disturbance and constraints.
CD, There is an external disruption caused by 
 reasons beyond one's control due to the un-
 expected changes in environment. We call it 
 a diturbance.
® The constraints can be divided further 
 into "Absolute constraints" and "Temporary 
  constraints."
® -a) Absolute constraints are conditions, 
 which are extremely difficult to move. This 
 is uncontrollable variable to the problem 
  solver.
® -b) Temporary constraints are condi-
 tions, which are restrained at present. This is 
 controllable variable to the problem solver.
3) Problem Background 
 Goals are generally divided into high goals 
and low goals. If the company goals are high 
goals, department goals are low goals, and 
often the low goals are called targets. The 
goals from the standpoint of problem solvers 
are targets. The goal sub-systems mean the 
hierachy of individual goal stages, and the 
flow from high goals to low targets is called 
the breakdown of goals. And the present state 
is the results of past activities, and will be 
recognized both as "actual output" and "fore-
casted output." (Figure 8)
Figure
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8 Goal sub-systems in
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Actual output & 
Forecasted output
 Next, problem premises can be divided into 
"environmental changes" and "corporate polic -
ies." The former is called factual premises and 
the latter value premises. Premises are merely
problem backgrounds, but 
into constraints (Figure 9).
sometimes change
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 On the other hand, input is the concretiza- artmental manager or higher) is the precondi-
tion of one's own policy. For example, if you tion to input and the concretization of your 
are a section manager, his policy will be con- own policy on position will become an input 
cretized as input for his target. The corporate (Figure 10). 
policy that include the policy of superior (dep-
                            Figure 10 Policy in organization 
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           (method),1, 
                                      Department manager 
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ii 
                                        Section manager
                                   policy 
                                        Input
                                        (means)
Totally, we can show this relationship on the following chart (Figure 11). 
                     Figure 11 Structuring Problems 
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What should be done ? (Countermeasures)
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 CAUSE AND COUNTERMEASURE1) Causes and problem points 
 In this chapter, we deal with a method to In problem solving, there are several prob-
sort problem causes and device countermeas- lem points in the problem even if a problem is 
ures after studying problem structuring in the identified and causes of problems are studied 
preceding chapter.(Figure 12). 
                          Figure 12 Causes and problem points
                     Problem ---------- 
 Causes  ----------------------------- O 
 o 
  (Factors, Conditions)------------- Problem points 
L —~OOo ----------(Causes for which action 
  Non-problem point* -------------can be taken) 
Note, : Non-probelm point means the causes from which no action can be taken can not be problem 
          points. 
 A problem point means a cause for which lem. In other words, problem solving is to find 
action can be taken, so that it can be called problem points and to take action against 
controllable or variable component of a prob- them (Figure 13) . 
                       Figure 13 Problem solving and problem points







 But we sometimes face difficuly in collecting 
the necessary information to be solved after 
the problem is identified and causes of prob-
lem are studied. In this case, we will infer the 
causal relationship from input, process, con-
straints and output, and grasp the problem 
structurally especially from the association of 
(1) input and output, (2) constraints and facts of 
behavior, (3) facts of behavior and disturbance. 
And we may obtain the more presise inference 
to analyze and formulate the problem from
sorted information. 
 For example, suppose the case that there 
was an accident to the car. The car turned over 
on the straight road. We found that there was 
holes near there. It was after a rain suddenly 
started to fall at that time. Driver drove the car 
recklessly at high speed after he drunk. After 
an investigation of these facts, we can put 
these facts on the following chart based on the 
above association (Figure 14)  . 
 (1)  Input  ; drunken driver.
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   Output ; go to the destination safety,but 
         failed 
   Constraints ; straight road, but holes in
(3) 
(3)
       the road. 
Facts of  behavior  ; drove recklessly at 
      high speed. 
Disturbance : rain suddenly started to 
      fall at that time. 
From the facts of behavior and disturb-
ance, we will infer that a driver erred in 
steering the wheel due to the poor driv-
ing or one of the tires slipped due to the 
              Figure 14 Example of I
                        (Constraints)
     rain based on the facts in the activities. 
     We call it BLack-Box (Dotted area in 
    the figure 14). 
 As in this case, the black box is a partially 
unknown area in the activities, which are facts 
existing in the process. In many case, true 
causes of problems are hidden in a black box 
(BB), so that the problem solver must infer the 
unknown part in the process by using infor-
mation. Input-output, constraints and disturb-
ances will give a hints, when problem solver 
try to analyze problem points.
                         ample f 3Lack Box inference
Drunken 
driving
1. Only one straight road





Go to destination 
    safely
 T 
  1. Erred in steering 
     the wheel?
  2. One of the tires 
     slipped?





2) Countermeasure Formulation 
 In the preceding chapter, we dealt with a 
method to sort problem causes. Next, we 
devise countermeasures with problem points 
and formulate problemsby using the Problem 
Formulation Chart for better decision (Appen-
dix 2). 
 In general, we have three type of actions to 
be taken when the problem solver make a 
decision. One is an immediate action, the other
Rain suddenly 
started to fall 
(Disturbance) 
two fundamental actions (Figure 15). 
 Basically an immediate action is are a stop-
gap measure to meet the present state and 
aftercare of problems occurred. For example, if 
an accident occurs in the workshop, the in-
jured worker is brought to hospital and an 
application to worker's accident compensation 
insurance will be made as a stopgap measure. 
This is an immediate action. 
 However, a real problem solving is to study
Structuring Problems
the cause and effect, to identify problems, to 
select problem points, to sort problem points 
within inside and outside of authority, and to 
devise countermeasures for a feasible action. 
 After sorting problem points inside his au-
thority, the problem solver will devise coun-
termeasures of the tactic level based on prob-
lem points exising in input (means to achieve 
the goal) and obstructions occurred during 
activity in the process. 
 On the other hand, when the problem solver 
devise a countermeasure based on problem 
                       Figure 15  Counteri 
r-------------------------
(Gap)
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points outside his authority, he needs a cooper-
ation of his superiors or other department and 
sometimes may need a negotiation with exter-
nal organization. Because these countermeas-
ures for constraints and disturbances (unex-
pected external changes or inevitable outside 
accidents) occurred during the process can 
not be dealt within his authority. Counter-
measures beyond his authority can be recogni-
zed as strategy level, which means counter-
measures producing changes or relaxation 
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   measures
                ----- Causes ------ 
3) Decision Making 
 As we have seen the previous chapter, we 
have three type of solution, one is an 
immediate solution, second a tactical level 
solution, the last a strategy level solution. 
 Immediate solution is only measure for the 
time being that is taken against the present 
state. However, a problem must be solved by 
analyzing "true causes" and by taking action
----- Countermeasures
against such causes. So many persons who 
are in a position to solve the problem will 
devise feasible solutions within authority or 
beyond authority. In summarizing fundamental 
actions or solutions, the Decision-Making 
Chart is effectively used for this purpose 
(Appendix 3). 
 After fundamental measures A, B, C, etc of 
the tactical and strategy levels are devised in
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accordance with problem points, the problem 
solver compare the pros and cons of each mea-
sure. 
 Next, the problem solver will give a priority 
to one countermeasure for implementation of 
these countermeasures on the two levels based 
on his criterions. This final selection, we call a 
decision making, which will be next new 
means (input).
 CASE ANALYSIS OF "Dashman Company" 
 In this chapter, we will analyze the Dashman 
Company in the textbook Organizational Be-
havior and Administration Cases and Read-
ings edited by Paul R. Lawrence and others 
with this method. 
 Sample case rDashman Company] 
 The Dashman Company was a large concern 
making many types of equipment for the 
armed forces of the United States. It had over 
20 plants, located in the central part of the 
country, whose purchaing procedures had 
never been completely coordinated. In fact, the 
head office of the company had encouraged 
the plant managers to operate with their staffs 
as separate, independent units in most mat-
ters. Late in 1940, when it began to appear that 
the company would face increasing difficulty 
in securing certain essential raw materials, Mr. 
Manson, the company' s president, appointed 
an experienced purcahsing executive, Mr. 
Post, as vice president in charge of purcahsing, 
a position especially created for him. Manson 
gave Post wide latitude in organizing his job, 
and he assigned Mr. Larson as Post's assistant. 
Larson had served the company in a variety of 
capacities for many years, and knew most of 
the plant executives personally. Post's ap-
pointment was announced through the formal 
channels usual in the company, including a
notice in the house organ which was published 
monthly by the Dashman Company. 
 One of the Post's first decisions was to begin 
immediately to centralize the company's pur-
chasing procedure. As a first step, he decided 
that he would require each of the executives 
who handeled purchasing in the individual 
plants to clear with the head office all pur-
chase contracts which they made in excess of 
$ 10,000. He felt that if the head office was to 
do any coordinating in a way that would be 
helpful to each plant and to the company as a 
whole, he must be notified that the contracts 
were being prepared at least a week before 
they were to be signed. He talked his proposal 
over with Manson, who presented it to the 
board of directors. They approved the plan. 
 Although the company made purchases thr-
oughout the year, the begining of its peak 
buying season was only three weeks away at 
the time this new plan was adopted. Post pre-
pared a letter to be sent to the 20 purchasing 
executives of the company.
 The letter follows : 
   Dear ------- 
 The board of directors of our company has 
recently authorized a change in our purchas-
ing procedures. Hereafter, each of the purchas-
ing executives in the several plants of the 
company will notify the vice president in 
charge of purchasing of all contracts in excess 
of $ 10,000 which they are negotiating, at least 
a week in advance of the date on which they 
are to be signed. 
 I am sure you will understand that this step 
is necessary to coordinate the purchasing re-
quirements of the company in these times 
when we are facing increasing difficulty in 
securing essential supplies. This procedure 
should give us in the central office the infor-
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mation we need to see that each plant secures 
the optimum supply of materials. In this way 
the interests of each plant and of the company 
as a whole will best be served. 
                          Yours very truly,
 Post showed the letter to Larson and invited 
his comments. Larson thought the letter an 
excellent one, but suggested that since Post 
had not met more than a few of the purchasing 
executives, he might like to visit all of them 
and take the matter up with each of them 
personally. Post dismissed the idea at once 
because, as he had so many things to do at the 
head office that he could not get away for a 
trip. Consequently, he had the letters sent out 
over his signature. 
 During the two following weeks, replies 
came in from all except a few plants. Although 
a few executives wrote at greater length, the 
following reply was typical :
Dear Mr. Post : 
 Your recent communication in regard to 
notifying the head office a week in ad-
vance of our intention to sign contracts 
has been received. 
This suggestion seems a most practical 
one. We want to assure you that you can 
count on our coperation. 
                     Yours very truly,
 During the next six weeks the head office 
received no notice from any plant that con-
tracts were being negotiated. Executives in 
other department, who made frequent trips to 
the plants, reported that the plants were busy, 
and the usual routines for that time of year 
were being followed. 
Case Analysis  
1) Position to analyze ; Mr. Post, vice presi-
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dent in charge of purchasing, is in a posi-
tion to analyze the problem.
2-1) Factual premise (E1, Figure 16) ; it was 
   in the world war time in 1940. 
   This company was a large concern 
   making many types of equipment for the 
   armed forces of the United States, so that 
   the company will have to increase the pro-
   duction for the sake of government and in 
   addition it will be a big chance to make a 
   profit, if U. S government join the the war.
   Under this circumstance, Mr. Manson, the 
   company's president, would face increas-
   ing difficulty in securing certain essential 
    materials.
2-2) Value premise (©2) ; Mr. Manson decid-
   ed to organize the central purchasing pro-
   cedures, as he fears that the company can 
   not meet the changes in environment if 
   the company continues to handle purchas-
   ing in the 20 different plants. So he ap-
   pointed Mr. Post as vice president in 
   charge of purcahsing and gave a wide lat-
   itude in organizing his job.
3) Problem 
 According to information described in the 
case, we put the necessary information on the 
systems chart. 
 What is a problem? As we described before, 
it is a fact that Mr. Post does not receive the 
letter from any plant to notify the contract in 
excess of $ 10,000. 
 On the system chart, goal (®3 +®), dotted 
part of goal is an inference from facts. If we 
consider that a high goal is to maximize a 
profit, securing essential materials to the com-
pany is low goal, and mean to achieve a high 
goal.
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 But, if we think this problem carefully, sec-
uring materials and supplying materials to the 
plant optimally are basically same meaning. 
By securing materials, the company make an 
equipment, and in addition can not only avoid 
the opportunity risk, but also make a profit. 
 Post's goal is to secure materials and supply 
it to the plants optimally, not to achieve a high 
goal 03 to maximize a profit as a whole, which 
is a corporate goal. If we place a department 
goal , ® to secure materials, in position as a 
sub-system, the company need to coordinate 
the flow of materials in order to supply it to 
the 20 plants optimally and change the purch-
asing procedures from the delegated to the 
centralized one. The first step to be taken to 
Post is to collect the purchasing information of 
contracts in excess of $ 10,000 which the pur-
chasing executives in the plants are negotiat-
ing, so that he send a letter to them to notify 
the contracts in excess of $ 10,000. This is 
what Post try to solve the problem. 
 But observing the fact what was happened 
in each plant after he sent a letter 8 weeks 
before, he received no notice from any plant 
and executives in other departments. And ex-
ecutives in other department reported to him 
that plants were very busy, and usual routines 
for that time of year were followed. The prob-
lem (gap) is between the notice and no notice 
from any plant. Therefore, the problem of this 
case is that he or the head office can not cen-
tralize the purchasing procedures and coordi-
nate the flow of supplying essential materials 
optimally. Post in charge of purchasing can 
not do his job. 
   Simply to say, the problem is no notice 
from each plant.
Figure 16 Problem Formulation for Dashman Company
Environmental changes Constraints  Goal  ®+®
It was a wartime in 1940.. Making many types of equipment for the
the Unite States.
To increase profits.
To avoid the opportunity loss.
20 plants located in the central parts of the country. 3
The company will face increasing
difficulty in securing certain Independent purchasing procedures in each Plant. To secure essential raw
essential materials. materials
Seasonality in securing essential raw materials. Coordination
i
Corporate Policy (2)
Peak buying season was only three weeks
away at the time the new plan was adopted.
Post had many things to do at the head
Centralize the purchasing
procedures
Collect the information (n tice
head office and is a new comer even if he
Mr. Manson decided to organize the
Central purchasing procedures.
was announced through the formal channels
in the company.
He appointed Mr. Post as vice president Problem
in charge of purchasing and gave a wide
latitude in organizing the job. Process Output
Input ®+ Post dismissed Larson' s idea. No notice from any plant.
He sent a letter after the recognition 
at the  directors' meeting.
Post received cooperative replis from many pants. (BB)
The plants were busy and the 





 Looking upon the reason why the head 
office received no notice, in the input stage, we 
investigate whether there was a defect in the 
content of letter which had sent to the purch-
asing executives in each plant, in the next 
stage, the constraints when the company send 
the letter, and in the last stage, the process 
after the letter was received. In this case, we 
analyze the black box from the stand point of 
Post. 
 Judging from the fact that the board of di-
rectors authorized a change in purchasing pro-
cedures, and Larson, as his assistant, said the 
letter, which is input on the chart, was excel-
lent one. 
  Next, from this fact that there was a peak 
buying season three weeks away on the chart 
of constrainsts, we investigate whether there 
was a good timing to send a letter at that time 
or not. Is it possible for us to infer that there 
was no room to notify as most of all contracts 
had finished in the year? But if we read the 
case very careffully, it was written that the 
begining of its peak buying season was only 
three weeks away at the time. Therefore, it 
seemed to us that it was a good timing when 
Post sent the letter to the purchasing execu-
tives in the plant. By sending the letter to the 
purchasing executives, Post could grasp the 
situation of contracts what was going on in 
each plant. But the head office received no 
notice from any plant that contracts were 
being negotiated. 
  If we can not find the cause in the input, 
then we proceed to investigate the process. 
What was the fact "visible fact", in the process, 
was that replies came in from all except a few 
plants and most of purchasing executives 
wanted to sure him (Post) that he could count 
on his cooperation. In addition, Post had not
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met more than a few of the purchasing execu-
tives and dismissed Larson's idea to meet them 
in each plant. 
 By the way, in the black box of process on 
the chart, we have two hypotheses. First one 
was purchasing executives in the plants dis-
missed Post's letter. Second, the purchasing 
executives tried to divide the purchase con-
tracts into several part of contract to reduce 
the amount of money under $ 10,000. 
 So, we are going to examine the two hypot-
heses. 
 In case that we adope one hypothesis and 
find that there is an inconsistency, we will 
reject it's hypothesis. 
 If we adopt first one, it means that the pur-
chasing executives dismiss the new proce-
dures. Judging from the letters in reply, it is 
unthinkable. 
Inevitably , the next hypothesis is supposed 
to be a cause. But there is a question why the 
purchasing executives divide the purchase 
contracts into several parts to reduce the 
amount of money under $ 10,000. This is the 
case to make clear the black box . 
  To make clear the black box, we examine 
the output (result) on chart first. What was 
remarkable points was the fact that the head 
office received no notify from any plants that 
contracts were being negotiated. From this 
information, we may infer that there are some 
communication among the plants for this pro-
blem. If not, we can not explain that the head 
office receive no notice from any plants. 
  Next, we examine constraints in regard to 
the second hypothesis. The fact was that the 
head office encouraged the plant managers to 
operate with their staffs as separate, independ-
ent units in most matters, and Post was a new 
corner even if he was announced through the 
formal channels usual in the company. From
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this information, we set up a hypothesis that 
the purchasing executives, in each plant recog-
nize Post's proposal will infringe their vested 
right and show the resistance to change. In 
regard to this matter, we infer that the purch-
asing executives in each plant are anxious 
about Post as a new corner and also misunder-
stand the new policy to centralize the purchas-
ing in the head office instead of the purchasing 
procedures. From this inference, we may point 
out the causes that the purchasing executives 
in each plant do not understand the Post's 
intention. We think that this is an obstacle to 
                                  Figure 17
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achieve his goal. 
5) Countermeasure 
 In this case, countermeasures are to remove 
an obstacle of black box. We make alternative 
plans to solve the problem after taking into 
the consideration of constraints. This will be a 
case for the reader to understand the concepts 
of social psychology, that is, a resistance to 
change, and this case will be designed to ana-
lyze the cause, not to make alternative plans. 
But here we try to make alternative plans to 
solve this problem. (Figure 17)
Alternatives
Constraints
Alternatives Pros Cons Priority
›
›
  Alternatives 1.  . 
 invite all the  pul 
Pros 
 all the members 
Cons 
 travelling cost 
Alternatives 2. . 
 Mr. Post visit 
 purchasing proc, 
Pros 
 Mr. Post can per 
Cons 
 Some of them m 
 Alternatives 3. . 
 Mr. larson visit 
 purchasing proc, 
Pros 
 He may persuad 
Cons
 rchasing executives to the head office and have meeting 
os 
 can communicate the new centralizaed purchasing procedures 
 rom each plant to the head office is high
Priority 1
 each plant and meet the purchasing executives to 
 edures 
os 
 suade them to cooprate introducing the new procedures 




 . n it each plant and 
 rchasing edures 
s 
  e them 
s 
 Some of them may distrust him 
When we take into account the alternatives, 
we focus to remove obstacles or to induce 
factors to be solved. One of the factors is that 
Larson as Post's assistant know most of the 
plant executives personally. 
It seems to us that Post do not have mind to 
change the purchasing procedures from the 
present to the centralized one, but in the future 
may switch to the centralized purchasing
meet the purchasing executives to explain
Priority 3 
the new
system if it will be more efficient. However, 
this plan may be unacceptable in case of ex-
ecuting the plan in terms of adaptability and 
significance to the local staffs. 
 In this case, we solve the problem after ex-
amining the alternatives. If we put ourselves 
in Post's place, in order to remove the mis-
understanding and distrust of purchasing ex-
ecutives in the plants for implementation of
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the new centralized purchasing procedures, we 
recommend the plan to invite all the purchas-
ing executives to the head office and have a 
meeting to recognize the necessity of new cen-
tralized purcahsing procedures why the com-
pany is trying to change the purchasing proce-
dures, after explaining the changes in environ-
ment, that is, the company will face difficulty 
in securing certain essential raw materials. 
And we also recommend Post to set them at 
ease after putting an emphasis on remaining 
the contract jobs as it is. 
 The first alternative plan is the best one 
among the three, because we can expect the 
most effective result, even if it is very costly 
for the head office to invite the purchasing 
executives from each plant. 
 If Post send a letter to each plant again 
without pursuiting the causes, the situation 
will be worsen. 
 In this case, judging from the letter, it was 
well written as Larson thought even if it was 
not perfect one. But, the problem was that Post 
could not follow a course of action after he 
sent a letter to the purchasing executives in 
the plant. He might convinced that everything 
would be better, as his proposal was approved 
at the director's meeting and the head office 
received the cooperative letters from the 
plants. 
  But, if the company try to change the purch-
asing procedures drastically, Post should try 
to communicate with the purchasing execu-
tives in the plants more and more, before im-
plementing the new purchasing procedures, as 
they do not know him well. This is our conclu-
sion.
 Summary 
 As we have seen the case analysis of Dash-
man company based on this method, the
— 71 — 
reader will recognize the effectiveness to solve 
not only the structured problem, but also the 
semi-structured problem. At present, many 
persons who trained and mastered this 
method are now applying to this method to 
solve the problem that they are facing. 
 We hope that many teachers train not only 
undergraduate students, but also business per-
sons to develop their managerial skills. after 
mastering this method. For this purpose, the 
author try to write the cases for educational 
purposes after many years research, release 
the cases, and contribute to improve the qual-
ity of colledge education in Japan.
Appendix 1 Definition and Explanation of Glos-
sary 
   (1) A problem is a gap between the goal (or 
       target) and the present state, and is a
       matter that needs to be solved. 
   (2) Problem differ in accordance with one's 
        positions. 
   (3) Goal and constraint differ in accordance 
       with one's position. 
   (4) Problem structure is basically decided by 
       goals and constraints. 
   (5) Each problem has several "problem points." 
   (6) A problem point is a cause that can be 
       dealt with. 
   (7) Problem structuring is a method for prob-
       lem formulation, to express the logical 
       structure of problem by a schematic model. 
   (8) Environmental changes are called "factu-
       al premises" and corporate policies are 
        called "value premises." 
   (9) Premises (Preconditions) sometimes change 
        to constraints. 
   (10) A goal is a state to be realized or an anti-
        cipated result, namley, "expected output." 
   (11) Constraints must be the facts of objectiv-
       ity which restrict input (means) and ac-
       tivity (process) for goal accomplishment.
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(12) Goals and constraints sometimes alter-
   nate depending on one's position. 
(13) Constraints can be divided into absolute 
   constraints and temporary constraints. 
(14) Problem causes exist in inputs, activities, 
   disturbances and constraints. 
(15) Inputs (means) are performed by the pro-
   blem solver on his/her own intention. 
(16) Mere goal indication is not input. 
(17) Input is the concretization of one's own 
   policy. 
(18) Activities are facts that exist in the proc-
   ess between input and output. 
(19) Activities include visible phenomenal 
   facts and inferential facts. 
(20) Obstruction mean errors and defects that 
   are generated in the process of activities. 
(21) Disturbances are force major factors that 
   occur outside the process and disturb ac-
   tivities. 
(22) Disturbances are classified into transitory 
   disturbances and disturbances that 
   remain as after-effect, which will convert 
    to new constraints. 
(23) The black box is a partially unknown
   area in the process. 
(24) The black box is inferred from relation-
   ships between input and output, and be-
   tween constraints or disturbances and be-
   havioral facts. 
(25) Problem points are divided into those 
   inside and outside of authority. 
(26) Immediate actions are stopgap measures 
   to meet the present state and after-care of 
   the problem occurred. 
(27) Fundamental actions are countermeas-
   ures with problem points. 
(28) Fundamental actions are divided into 
   countermeasures on tactic and strategy 
    levels. 
(29) Countermeasures of the tactic level are 
   countermeasures for problem points inside 
   of authority, while countermeasures of 
   the strategy level are countermeasures 
   for problem points outside of authority. 
(30) Decision making is a process to evaluate 
   several countermeasures (alternative pro-
   posals) and to decide priority ranks for 
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